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When does a difficult situation become a crisis?  A difficult situation becomes a 

crisis when it is a turning point in life.  When the situation is more than a 

momentary blip on one’s radar screen, but is a life threatening event which 

requires major, long-term change.  We can find such a situation in this morning’s 

Gospel reading. 

Two weeks ago we began a semi-continuous reading of Mark’s Gospel.  We 

started in the midst of the story, as Jesus, after choosing his first disciples,  leads 

them around the Galilean countryside teaching, preaching, healing and performing 

exorcisms.  It was a dizzying pace, and after a few days both he and the disciples 

are tired and need a break.  They have been sitting in a boat from which he 

preached to the crowds on the shore.  Now he tells them to sail to the other end of 

Lake Genesseret to a different land where they can get away.  The story will 

continue in Chapter 5 in the land of the Gerasenes. 

As they cross the Lake, Jesus falls asleep at the back of the boat, and we can 

almost hear his disciples talking amongst themselves.  They are undoubtedly 

confused and even a bit anxious.  They don’t quite know what to make of Jesus.  

John the Baptist had pointed him out as the long awaited Messiah, but he is not the 
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kind of Messiah that they had expected.  He doesn’t seem to follow in the line of 

the prophets of old.  He prefers the company of the poor and of sinners. The 

kingdom which he preaches about is not the restored nation of Israel which many 

have been longing for, but something other worldly.  He breaks all the rules, 

healing on the Sabbath, talking to demons, and speaking in parables which they do 

not understand.   

The setting of this story is a metaphor for what is happening to the disciples.  The 

sea is a place of chaos, and of danger, an unpredictable place where sea monsters 

live.  And sure enough, almost on cue, the sea begins to roil, changing from calm 

to stormy.  As fishermen, the disciples are used to such a change, but this is a 

particularly violent storm which threatens to dump them all into the deep.  Most 

people at this time did not swim, and they become terrified.  They awaken Jesus, 

but notice that they are not expecting him to change the situation.  They are upset 

that he is sleeping through this monster of a storm.  “Don’t you care that we are 

perishing?” they ask.  They want him to be present to them, to comfort them and 

help them to figure out what to do next. 

But Jesus calmly steps forward and calms the sea, using the same language which 

he has used to still the demons that he’s encountered.  The disciples are amazed; he 

is bemused. His comment to them is less a rebuke and more a gentle chiding.  A 

better translation might be, “Oh, you little-faith ones.” a kind of pet name that he 
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uses for them.  He knows that their faith is precarious, but he also knows that it 

will grow over time.  Their amazement at his powers is not a big deal for him. 

For the disciples, however, it is a big deal.  They now know that Jesus is no mere 

prophet.  It is one thing to heal and even to exorcize demons; it is another to 

control the threatening forces of nature.  This man has the very power of God.  He 

is a force to be reckoned with.  They now know that it will not be enough to simple 

hang out with Jesus and listen to him preach.  They will have to make a decision to 

follow him in mind and action.  In fact it won’t be long before Jesus sends them 

out to act in his name.  This situation has become a crisis for them, a turning point, 

because it requires them to change.  They must switch from mere observers to true 

disciples, people committed to learning from and following Jesus.  

This past week our nation experienced a tragic situation which has become a crisis 

for us.  The deaths of nine people Charleston, South Carolina is a crisis because of 

all that entailed, because it was the result of two of the most vexing problems in 

American culture, racism and gun violence.  It is a crisis because happened in a 

church, a place where, as President Obama observed “we go to seek solace and 

comfort.”  It is a crisis because its victims were some of the leading citizens in that 

city who had offered hospitality to a stranger who then betrayed their trust.  For all 

of these reasons, it is a crisis which requires a response.  As the President said, we 

cannot accept this as the “new normal.”  Something has to change. 
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But change will not be easy.  It will require us to face squarely two elements of 

American life which are deeply rooted in our history, elements which are both 

extensive and complex.  Racism and gun violence are perhaps the most shameful 

aspects of our societal life, and we keep tripping over them, seemingly unable or 

unwilling to face them head on.  But we have reached a crisis point which will no 

longer allow us to ignore them. 

Solving this problem will require action at the highest levels of our government, 

but before that can happen, there needs to be a ground swell, a grass roots 

movement which will give shape and direction to the future.  This is the way that 

democracy works; change always happens from the ground up. 

Over the past few days, I have been reading blogs and articles by government 

officials and clergy, by political pundits, social observers and religious 

commentators.  There are diverse points of view and many opinions about what 

needs to be done, but there is at least one common point of agreement:  we must 

act now.  To simply grieve the deaths of the victims and offer consolation to the 

survivors and then resume our lives as if nothing has happened is unacceptable.  

Elie Wiessel, holocaust survivor, author and winner of the 1986 Nobel Peace prize 

once wrote:  “I swore never to be silent whenever and wherever human beings 

endure suffering and humiliation.  We must always take sides.  Neutrality helps the 
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oppressor, never the victim.  Silence encourages the tormentor, never the 

tormented.”   

So how do we begin?  Episcopal priest Mike Kinman, Dean of Christ Church 

Cathedral in Saint Louis, Missouri wrote in his weekly blog:  “If you woke up this 

morning feeling helpless, remember we are never helpless.  If you don’t know 

where to start to make a change…start here.  Get connected.  Alone, we will never 

get the job done.  Together, God can do amazing things through us.” 

Many have suggested that we need to engage in public dialogue at the local level, 

sharing our own stories of hurt and outrage, listening carefully to one another, and 

begin to develop some common agreements about a way forward.  I believe that 

we at Church of Our Saviour have much to offer in this regard.  We might join 

with other faith communities in the Plainville area in beginning such a dialogue.  

Both the newly formed Executive Committee and the full Vestry will be meeting 

within the next week, and this will surely be on our agenda.  If any of you have 

ideas about this, please see me or any member of the Vestry. 

And just as the disciples had to make a commitment to following Jesus more 

faithfully, so too must we.  In their pastoral letter, Bishops Alan Gates and Gayle 

Harris of the Diocese of Massachusetts wrote: “In the Gospel lesson for this 

Sunday, Jesus asks the anxious and overwhelmed disciples “Have you no faith?”  
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Let us speak, pray and act with faith—faith in the power of the Holy Spirit to use 

us as instruments of peace and healing, if we but step out courageously into the 

deep waters to be such instruments.”  Many bishops, including Bishops Douglas 

and Ahrens of our own diocese have suggested that we pray our intentions to do 

that very thing this morning.   

And so I ask that you turn to Page 833 in the Book of Common Prayer and join me 

in praying the Prayer of St. Francis. 

 

 

 

 


